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The right heat for a better world. Induction heating is incredibly fast,
accurate, controllable and repeatable. It makes the manufacturing of
metal products clean and green. It promotes safe and healthy work
places. It enables companies to reach their productivity and sustain
ability goals. It is a proven technology with a bright future –
a way to create heat that contributes to a better world.
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This is EFD Induction

This is EFD Induction
EFD Induction designs, builds, installs and maintains a complete range of energy-efficient
and eco-friendly induction heating equipment. We have more than 20 000 installations in
over 80 countries for a wide range of industrial applications – bringing the benefits of
induction technology to many of the world’s leading manufacturing and service companies.

Key figures 2021

115.2 5.2
Operating revenue,
EUR millions

Profit for the year,
EUR millions

8.2 7.1
EBIT,
EUR millions

Who we are

What we do

EFD Induction is an international high-tech company that supplies
advanced heating systems based on induction technology to
engineering industries. The company was established in 1996
and our roots go back to the 1950s. Today, we are one of the
world’s largest industrial induction equipment makers.

Heating solutions from EFD Induction can be used professionally
for almost any industrial application that requires heat. We improve
heat processes by making them cost-effective, safe and robust
and minimising their energy consumption.
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EBIT-margin,
percent

9.4 979
Cash flow from
o perating activities,
EUR millions

Average number
of employees
(FTE)
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This is EFD Induction

How we act
Our values embody the spirit and energy of EFD
Induction at its best. They help us set direction,
and they guide our decisions.

Respectful

Reliable

Cooperative

Passionate

Being respectful means we treat people with
respect, and act at all times with integrity. We
lead by example and care for our customers,
colleagues and the environment.

Being cooperative means we share r esources,
know-how and solutions within the EFD
Induction family of companies to satisfy our
customers wherever they are located.
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Being reliable means we take
responsibility. We spare no effort 
to keep our promises, and we learn
from our failures.

Being passionate means we have a
burning interest in what we do. It means
being open to new ideas and constantly
developing innovative solutions to support
our customers and colleagues.
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This is EFD Induction

Where we
operate
EFD Induction is present in strategic
locations worldwide. We want to be
close to our customers and have a broad
base for recruitment and collaboration.

EFD Induction has manufacturing facilities in Germany, France,
Norway, Romania, China, India and the US. Sales and service
offices are established in the UK, Sweden, Denmark, France,
Spain, Italy, Austria, Poland, South Korea, China, Japan, India,
Thailand, US, Brazil and Malaysia. The headquarter is situated
in Skien, Norway.

Sales offices

2021
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Manufacturing,
sales and service
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Highlights 2021

A strong year
Year 2021 was a good year for EFD Induction.
We continued to deliver value despite all the
challenges related to the COVID-19 pandemic,
and clarified our dedication to protecting
the environment and fighting against
climate change.

Highlights 2021
Improved supplier evaluation

We implemented a system for
continuous follow-up on supplier
performance. The system is based
on self-assessment, reduces our
business risk and increases our
ability to fulfil our ESG (Environmental, Social and Corporate
governance) responsibilities.

2021
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Updated Code of Conduct

We revised our Code of Conduct
with new policies, for example,
about whistleblowing. An
educational program started
in January, and our target for
2023 is that everyone within our
organisation has completed the
training.
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Highlights 2021

Highlights 2021, continued

75%
Switching to LED lights

Product launches

We introduced HardLine M (modular induction hardening
machine) and Compact Weldac (tube welder). Compact Weldac
uses SiC (Silicon Carbide) inverter technology for increased
efficiency and thermal stability.

6.7

ENPS – Employee Net
Promoter Score
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We changed to LED lights with
advanced control functionality at our
headquarter and all production sites
in Norway. The initiative will reduce
our energy consumption from 
lighting by 75%.

Initiation of design
guidelines

We finalised a comprehensive
document that describes our
work process for product
development. The document
covers all the aspects you have
to consider as a designer at
EFD Induction, such as choosing sustainable materials and
production methods.

Handling of COVID-19

ISO 14001 certification

We certified our production facility in Norway
according to ISO 14001. Our target is to certify
all plants according to ISO 14001, continuing
in 2022 with our plants in Germany, China
and India.

When possible, we c
 ontinued
with digital meetings and
managed to avoid large d
 isease
outbreaks throughout the
organisation. The pandemic
forced us to develop new ways
of supporting our customers,
such as remote c
 ommissioning
and recording instruction videos
for installation.
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An eco-friendly technology

An eco-friendly technology
Induction heating is an inherently clean process. It is far more energy-
efficient than other heating alternatives. It does not emit carbon
dioxide. It eliminates open flames, reduces the need for fuel and
transport, and promotes safer, healthier workplaces.
What is induction heating?

Induction heating is the process of heating
electrically conductive materials, such as metals,
by using an alternating current to create a magnetic field around a coil. When you place an object
inside the coil, the object is immediately heated.
The heat is generated from inside the object
itself rather than an external heat source via 
heat conduction.

Fast

The heat produced with induction heating is
instant. It takes less than one second to achieve
a uniform surface temperature of 1,000°C on
small metal components.

Controllable

Transistorised converters and process
control software enable complete control
over the entire heating process.

Repeatable

Induction heating can accurately repeat the
desired heating cycle, including key para
meters such as temperature, penetration
depth and heat pattern.

Clean, safe and compact

No gas, no open flames, no noticeable
increase in ambient temperature and no
excessive floor space occupied by furnaces.

Accurate

The right temperature is created precisely where it
is needed. Customised coils ensure optimal heat
patterns with minimal energy consumption.

2021
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The core of what we do

Where and how
we add value
Heating is critical in many industrial processes worldwide.
Our induction heating solutions contribute to sustainable and
profitable production and can be used in virtually any application
that requires heat.

Areas of activity

EFD Induction’s largest customers are found
in the following industries:





Automotive
Renewable
Electrotechnical, Appliances & HVAC
Building & Infrastructure

The Group’s operations are concentrated in
three activity areas:
 Induction heating machines
 Induction power systems and
 Spares and services

2021
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Induction heating machines

Heat treatment and hardening machines include
complete integrated lines with automatic control
and handling of a workpiece throughout the entire
process of heating, quenching and tempering.
The main application area is surface hardening,
particularly on shafts, gears, joints and valves.
Heating machines with built-in power sources
can be standardised or tailored to customers’
specifications.

Induction power systems

EFD Induction supply induction power sources
(frequency converters) and heating processes.
Induction power systems cater to a broad range
of applications in many different industries.

Frequency converters are installed in production lines from other suppliers and used as
stand-alone production equipment in manual or
automated heating processes. Heating systems
are supplied in a power range from 3 kW to
2 MW, depending on the requirement of the
heating process.
Typical application areas are brazing of copper
and aluminium, cable manufacturing, straightening, tube welding and annealing, and heating
of steel wire, strips, plates and chains. Deliveries
also include several other processes where
standard products can meet customers’ specific
heating requirements.

Spares and service

This activity includes operational support
services, induction coil services, consulting
services and commercial and training services.
Service and aftersales support is b ecoming
more and more critical for customers as
inc reasing automation and higher quality
s tandards are combined with a continued
focus on cost control.
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Featured applications

Virtually everywhere
Heating solutions from EFD Induction can be used in almost every industrial application
imaginable. We create value by combining induction expertise and materials know-how
with experience of production processes worldwide. To date, we have installed more
than 20 000 induction solutions in many of the world’s most demanding industries.

Automotive

Renewable energy

The automotive industry is going through a paradigm shift where electrical motors are replacing
internal combustion engines. New innovative and
lightweight materials are also being introduced. As
induction heating is a versatile and environmentally
friendly technology, EFD Induction has strong
potential for further growth in this field.

EFD Induction is the world’s leading supplier of
heating solutions for the renewable energy sector.
Our technology has already made great contributions to the wind turbine industry’s efficiency,
safety and profitability– making the manufacture
and maintenance of the turbines a clean and
green process.

Examples of applications
 Brazing of evaporator and condenser connections, brake linings, fuel injection pipes
 Bonding of magnets in electric motors, doors,
hoods, trunks and rear-view mirrors
 Hardening of driveline and suspension parts
 Post-heating of engine parts and brake discs
 Pre-heating of transmission parts, for example,
shrink-fitting of gear wheels
 Straightening of steel chassis
 Tempering of brake discs, driveshafts, suspension arms and torsion bars

Examples of applications
 Brazing of stator windings, rotor windings
and terminal ends on high voltage cables
 Hardening of pitch bearings, gearbox shaft
and bearings and generator bearings
 Pre-heating of baseplate and tower rings
before welding
 Shrink-fitting of yaw motor and pitch motor,
main shaft bearings and sleeve rings.

2021
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Electrotechnical, Appliances & HVAC

Building & Infrastructure

Examples of applications
 Brazing of bars, strands, rings and wires
in motors, generators and transformers
 Brazing of compressor parts and faucets
 Brazing of evaporator and condenser
connections
 Post-heating for softening bars and
removing shrink-fitted parts
 Pre-heating of generator components
and casings before welding.

Examples of applications
 Brazing of heat transfer tubing
 Coating and PWHT (Post-weld Heat Treatment)
of oil and gas pipes
 Full body annealing of both magnetic and
non-magnetic tube products
 Post-heating of various workpieces
 Pre-heating and stress relieving of OCTG
(Oil Country Tubular Goods) pipe ends
 Seam annealing of longitudinal tube welds.

EFD Induction supplies induction heating equipment to the world’s leading producers of products
we take for granted in modern society. Everything
from white goods such as refrigerators, dishwashers and tumble-driers to heating, ventilation and
air-conditioning for homes and workplaces.

EFD Induction is a well-known name in the
tube and pipe industry. The excellent reliability,
efficiency and robustness of our high frequency,
solid-state Weldac tube welders has confirmed
our position as a leading provider of cost-
effective, high-uptime systems.
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Focus on Agenda 2030
Sustainability for EFD Induction starts with induction heating
being an inherently green technology. We have chosen four focus
areas based on the 17 UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDG),
and work according to ESG (Environmental, Social, Governmental)
methods and processes to reach our goals.

2021
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Ready to meet new demands
For decades, induction heating has been considered a high-end technology
thanks to its accuracy, repeatability and speed – a choice that helps industries
all over the world to boost their productivity and improve their level of quality.
Today, more and more companies are discovering that induction heating is
also a clean and green technology. You can truly say that the future looks
bright for EFD Induction.

A year to be proud of

However, success can never be taken for granted.
As soon as you slow down, somebody else is gearing up. Instead, you must always take the initiative
and show progress. In 2021, we advanced in several
areas worldwide within EFD Induction. Here are
some highlights that I would like to share with you:

 We implemented a system for supplier evalua 
tion based on self-assessment
 We introduced new design guidelines for
eco-friendly product development
 We have made analyses on climate risk based
on TCFD and evaluated the to date guidelines
in the EU Taxonomy

 We launched new, energy-efficient products
that reduce downtime and waste
 We certified our production site in Norway
according to ISO 14001
 We maintained a very low number of
work-related injuries
 We increased the number of women in
leadership roles

The COVID-19 pandemic continued to be a
challenge in 2021, for EFD Induction as for many
companies. However, we adapted to the situation
early in 2020, and the pandemic has also driven
positive change. We have, for example, managed
to decrease travel and thereby our carbon footprint thanks to digital meetings, remote commis
sioning and pre-recorded installation videos.

2021
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Excellent discipline throughout the organisation
has also allowed us to avoid disease outbreaks
and maintain our daily business activities. A
big thank you to all of you. Together, we have
managed to deliver on our promises, take
responsibility and keep our spirits up.

Where we are heading

Limiting global warming to 1.5°C above pre-
industrial levels is a matter that concerns us all.
As heating is part of many industrial processes,
induction can make a real difference. The tech
nology is proven in many industries, not least
within automotive manufacturing, and can be
used in virtually any process that requires heat.
In 2021, to clarify the potential of induction heating, we re-categorized our customer segments.
A successful business starts with people. People
have ideas that turn into amazing products, and
people collaborate and do business with other
people. Attracting, recruiting, keeping and deve 
loping people is and will remain a top priority at
EFD Induction. Having an encouraging approach
is crucial for us now and in the future.
We will also continue with our systematic
approach – finding intelligent ways to perform
demanding tasks and finetune them to perfection. In 2021, we took a major leap by initiating
new design guidelines where productivity and
sustainability go hand in hand. With this docu
ment in place, we ensure that efficiency and
eco-friendliness are always considered in our
product development.
2021
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"Excellent discipline throughout the organisation has
also allowed us to avoid
disease outbreaks and
maintain our daily business
activities. A big thank you
to all of you.
We have ambitious plans for 2022 which include
the launch of several new and innovative products.
To demonstrate our rigorous quality standards
and commitment to continuously improve our
production processes, we will make sure that our
production plants in Germany, China and India will
be awarded the ISO 14001 certification before the
end of the year.
Our highly skilled, passionate people are what makes
our company great, and we will do our utmost to
ensure that EFD Induction remains a great place
to work by launching new management training
programs and recruiting a diverse workforce.
We recognize the urgency of the environmental
challenges the world faces and see the EU taxonomy as an important tool to help the transition to an
economy that is consistent with the EU’s environmental objectives. We place particular importance

on continuing the work to further reduce our CO2
footprint. In accordance with this, we plan to introduce more digital solutions that advance remote
assistance and reduce the need for travel. This
will further improve the service we provide, so that
we may continue to be a preferred partner for our
customers worldwide.
The ecological system and humanity are under
pressure. At EFD Induction, we contribute to positive change by creating and providing the right heat
for a better world – a heat that is controllable, fast

and p
 recise as well as eco-friendly and safe to work
with. Even if we have had an incredible journey so
far as a company, I believe that we have the best
years ahead of us.

Bjørn Eldar Petersen
CEO at EFD Induction
EFD INDUCTION GROUP AS
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UN Global goals

A global challenge
The 17 UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) address the global challenges
the world is facing. Whilst they are all interconnected, EFD Induction has chosen to
focus on four that are most relevant to the company and the industry we operate in.

SDG 8: Decent work and economic growth

We ensure equal rights and opportunities for all
our employees. EFD Induction bans all forms of
discrimination on the grounds of ethnicity, gender,
sexual orientation, religion or disability. In 2021,
it is particularly worth noticing that we:
 Updated our Code of Conduct with new policies
 Translated our Code of Conduct and Environmental policy from English to Chinese, French,
German, Hindi, Norwegian and Romanian
 Started an educational program to implement
the updated Code of Conduct
 Provided corona pandemic support
(oxygen and vaccine) to local markets.

2021
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SDG 9: Industry, innovation and infrastructure

EFD Induction is always at the forefront of technological development and has unrivalled expertise and
experience with induction heating. We are constantly
working on innovative application development. For
2021, it is particularly worth noting that we:
 Initiated new design guidelines for sustainable
product development
 Launched products with silicon carbide
inverters for increased efficiency.

SDG 12: Responsible consumption
and production

SDG 13: Climate action

 Implemented a system for continuous follow-up
on supplier performance
 Started to evaluate hydrogen brazing at our
Romanian operations.

 Certified our production facility in Norway
according to ISO 14001
 Moved production of time-critical parts from
India to Romania to reduce the carbon footprint
from transportation
 Switched to LED lights with advanced control
functionality across our Norwegian facilities
(headquarter and production sites).
 Produced information videos presenting induction
heating for automotive and renewable sectors.

Our technology is eco-friendly, and our products
contribute to high energy efficiency, minimal
p ollution and rational production for the cus
tomers. For 2021, it is particularly worth noting
that we:

Our technology replaces polluting heating methods
such as gas flames or furnaces with an eco-friendly
alternative. EFD Induction brings the benefits of
induction technology to manufacturing and service
companies all over the world. For 2021, it is particularly worth noting that we:
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Coping with Covid-19

Coping with the
second wave in India
As the second wave of COVID-19
was raging through the country in
April, EFD Induction in India not only
helped their co-workers but also
extended helping hands to the community. Similarly, sister companies
in other countries helped them to.
Due to the high number of patients in
need of treatment, the government
had banned the supply of oxygen to
industries and diverted all oxygen for
medical use. EFD Induction came
to the rescue by promptly providing
twenty cylinders of oxygen from the
office in Thailand and ten oxygen
concentrators from the Chinese
office. We also supported government hospitals with food for almost a
month, provided food kits to over 200
underprivileged people and supplied
police stations with personal protective equipment.
Organising a vaccination drive was
another initiative from EFD Induction.
The demand was massive, but the

2021
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"Throughout the
ordeal, the Indian
organisation showed
tremendous resolve
to ensure business
continuity."
Indian organisation managed to
vaccinate both its own staff and
employees from a neighbouring
company at EFD Induction’s production premises.
Eighteen employees at EFD Induction
India were infected in the second
wave. Thankfully, all have recovered
and are back at work. Throughout
the ordeal, the Indian organisation
showed tremendous resolve to
ensure business continuity.
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Integrating ESG

An integrated business
EFD Induction is committed to integrating our Environmental, Social and Corporate
governance (ESG) responsibilities into our business decisions and operation.
We have identified five areas to focus our ESG efforts on.

Conservation of our natural world

Environmental

Social

Governance

2021
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Global production and consumption have a major impact on our
environment. When producing and consuming everything from cars to
food, we contribute to climate change, resource depletion, waste, pollution, deforestation and lack of biodiversity, to name a few examples.

Consideration of people and relationships
Companies have a responsibility for their employees as well as their
impact on the societies in which they operate – for instance, in terms
of working conditions, labour rights and diversity.

Prioritising
ESG issues
Focus areas
 Sustainable products
 Resource-efficient production

Focus areas
 A great place to work

Standards for running the company

Focus areas

Governance can serve as a control mechanism in relation to bribery and
corruption, tax, executive remuneration, shareholders’ voting possibilities
and internal control. We believe active corporate governance is important
to the development of companies and that it provides long-term benefits
for both shareholders and employees as well as the society as a whole.

 Ethical business conduct
 A responsible and robust supply chain

When choosing which issues to focus
on, EFD Induction conducted a series of
workshops and interviews with a number
of stakeholders. We identified several
concerns that are significant to both
s ustainability and societal impact on
our conduct, investments and operation.
These were then evaluated to find which
had the highest ESG impact and importance to us and our stakeholders. A very
clear picture soon emerged and revealed
the issues that had highest priority for us
in order to future-proof our business.
As the threat of climate change and the
depletion of resources grows, more and
more customers choose to factor ESG
issues into their investment choices.
Likewise, other stakeholders such as public
authorities, our business partners, and
our own employees will demand that we
demonstrate how we are working to get
better. All will want to see which concrete
measures we are taking, so ESG must be
the DNA of everything we do. For more
information on the Materiality Matrix se
page 28.
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Focus areas

Our five focus areas

2021

SUSTAINABLE
PRODUCTS

RESOURCE EFFICIENT PRODUCTION

A GREAT PLACE
TO WORK

ETHICAL BUSINESS CONDUCT

A RESPONSIBLE AND
ROBUST SUPPLY CHAIN

EFD Induction is dedicated to protecting
the environment and fighting against
climate change. Through our expertise
and technology, we aim to be a partner
who can assist and advice our customers
on how to make the manufacture and
maintenance of metal products a clean
and green process.

EFD Induction supports the shift towards
sustainable growth via a resource-
efficient, low-carbon economy. The
energy transition will continue to increase
in importance as investors prioritise
environmental, social and governance
factors, and customers should feel secure
that our products are manufactured and
distributed sustainably and responsibly.

As a global company, EFD Induction sees
daily evidence of the benefits of diversity
and cooperation across borders, cultures
and skill sets, and is a strong believer in
equal rights and opportunities for all. We
bring our dedication to safe working conditions one step further, as our induction
heating solutions contribute to a safer
and better working environment.

All employees base their daily work
and behaviour on the company values –
respectful, reliable, cooperative and
passionate. The values make sure that
we follow the laws, act honourably,
provide qualitative and reliable products
and services to our customers, and serve
our customers in the best possible way
wherever they are located.

EFD Induction is part of a major global
industry and operates in a premium market
segment, with many of the world’s largest
production companies as customers. In
this market, there is a strong demand to
demonstrate a sustainable supply chain –
most particularly so in the automotive
industry.

Prioritised topics

Prioritised topics

Prioritised topics

Prioritised topics

Prioritised topics

 Energy use and GHG emissions
in use phase
 Resource efficiency
 Safe and durable products
 Impact of end-product and
customer activities

 Energy efficiency and GHG
emissions at production sites
 Resource efficiency at production
sites
 GHG emissions from transportation
 E-waste

 Employee health and safety
 Employee satisfaction
 Labour and human rights at
production sites

 Bribery and corruption
 Transparency

 Environmental and social impact of
supplier manufacturing activities
 E-waste
 Conflict minerals

|
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Focus areas –
Sustainable products

Sustainable products
EFD Induction is dedicated to protecting the environment and fighting against climate
change. Through our expertise and technology, we aim to be a partner who can assist
and advise our customers on how to make the manufacture and maintenance of
metal products a clean and green process.
The year in brief
Preparing for remote services
Industry 4.0 is a prioritised area for many
customers today. Sharing and analysing
production data allow companies to integrate
with other companies in the value chain and
improve predictive planning and performance
while reducing waste and travelling. To meet
an expected rise in customer demand within
IoT connectivity solutions, we now equip our
mobile and stationary induction heating systems with a digital control system prepared
for remote service and control.
New design guidelines for product
development
We want to ensure that our product devel
opers always think with a holistic perspec
tive to find the most cost-efficient yet
eco-friendly alternative. In 2021, we deve
2021
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Targets and ambitions
loped our product development vision and
guidelines and will continue to improve this
in the coming period, by a process integra
ted and structured learning approach.
Launching more efficient products
Getting more done with fewer resources is the
driving-force in all development. During 2021,
we launched a new generation of vertical hardening machines, HardLine M. This modular
hardening machine is equipped with all the
functions needed for smart manufacturing in
the age of Industry 4.0.

 Establish infrastructure for IoT connec
tivity and launch digital services.
 Continue the implementation of new
design guidelines.
 Keep on launching highly efficient,
durable machines ensuring lower energy
consumption as well as lower GhG
(Greenhouse Gas) emissions.

We also introduced Compact Weldac,
the world’s most compact one-cabinet
300 kW solid-state welder. Less power
consumption, better weld quality and easier
operation are some of the benefits.
EFD INDUCTION GROUP AS
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Sustainable products

Case: Compact Weldac –
Space-saving and sustainable
Compact Weldac is the most compact tube
welder on the market. SiC (Silicon Carbide)
inverter technology gives an impressive 91%
efficiency from the mains to the coil – 7%
more than previous systems and 35% more

than vacuum tube converters. Along with a
constant high electrical power factor – 95%
at all power levels – there are substantial
energy cost savings to be had. The communication platform is ready for Industry 4.0.

Improvement comparison: Weldac Compact 04 SiC (new) vs Weldac 03 IGBT (old)

-34% -40% +20%
Weight
460 vs 700 (kg)

Electricity loss
9 vs 15 (1 – efficiency %)

Max output power
300 vs 250 (kW)

-16% -29%
Cooling water flow
80 vs 95 (l/min)

2021
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Raw water flow
50 vs 70 (l/min)
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Focus areas –
Resource efficient
production

Resource efficient production
EFD Induction supports the shift towards sustainable growth via a resource-efficient, low-
carbon economy. The energy transition will continue to increase in importance as investors
prioritise environmental, social and governance factors, and customers should feel secure
that our products are manufactured and distributed sustainably and responsibly.

GHG Emissions 2021
Tonne CO2-eqv.
5,000
4 012.4

4,000

The year in brief
Certification according to
ISO 14001 in Norway
Certification according to ISO 14001 makes
EFD Induction a more attractive company
to work with and work for. We performed
the certification process for our production
sites in Norway in November 2021, and
received the certificate in December. The
plan for 2022 is to certify all our sites in
Germany, China and India according to
ISO 14001, and the goal is to certify all our
sites worldwide.
Moving production of time-critical parts
Logistics is closely connected to carbon
emissions. In 2021, we moved production
of a number of time-critical parts from the
production site in India to our Romanian site in
order to reduce our environmental footprint.
2021
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Targets and ambitions
LED lights and lighting controls initiative
In December, we replaced all our lighting
with controllable LED light armature at our
headquarter and all production sites in
Norway. An investment of 2.7 MNOK with
the potential to reduce our electricity
costs for lighting by 75%. In addition, the
armatures will last longer as we go from
5 000 hours of illumination to 2 500 hours
per year.
The payback time for the new LED lighting
solution is 3.5 years, with estimated annual
energy savings of 425 000 kWh – which is
about the annual electrical consumption of
20 single-family houses.

 Continue with certification of production facilities according to ISO 14001 in
Germany, China and India (2022) and
eventually for all manufacturing plants.
 Consider even more ways to cut carbon
dioxide emissions, for example, by having
electric vehicles as the preferred choice
when buying or leasing company cars.
 Evaluate the investment in LED lighting
in Norway for further investments in
energy-saving lightning at other premises
in the organisation.
 Replace traditional brazing with more
eco-friendly oxy-hydrogen technology.
The first implementation was done in
Romania in 2021.

3,000

2 557.3

2,000
1,000
0

897.8
557.3

Scope 1

Scope 2

Scope 3

Total

Carbon footprint

The graphs show EFD Induction’s greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions for 2021 based on the
total energy consumption related to corporate
operations. The carbon footprint is converted
into CO2 equivalents from reported internal
and external systems data. The analysis
is based on the Greenhouse Gas Protocol
Initiative, developed by World Resources
Institute (WRI) and World Business Council
for Sustainable Development (WBCSD).
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A great place to work
As a global company, EFD Induction sees daily evidence of the benefits of
diversity and cooperation across borders, cultures and skill sets, and is a strong
believer in equal rights and opportunities for all. We bring our dedication to safe
working conditions one step further, as our induction heating solutions contribute
to a safer and better working environment.

The year in brief
New ways of working driven by the
COVID-19 pandemic
The pandemic made us challenge conventional work methods and take a pragmatic
approach to finding new ones. Digital
meetings became part of our daily lives at
our offices, and our production sites made
tremendous efforts to maintain operations.
At the most intense stages of the pandemic,
the CEO sent out weekly emails to the organisation and local managers spread the word to
employees not using email in their daily work.
Vision: No work-related injuries
In 2021, we had had a total of four work-
related injuries in USA, India and Germany.
EFD Induction has consistently had low rates
2021
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of sickness absence and accidents at work
throughout the years. Low turnover and an
exceptionally loyal workforce are testaments
to the employees’ high job satisfaction and
feeling of achievement. Our vision is to have
zero accidents across all our operations.
Attracting the right talent
Finding and developing talented people is
critical for a high-tech international company such as EFD Induction. Our Employee
Net Promoter Score for 2021 was 6.7 and
our ambition is to stay well above 7.0.
Employee development and wellbeing are
priority areas for us, and we are open to
new ways of learning, for example, online
training. We also believe that autonomy

in responsibility and having the ability to
influence are essential for our employees.
Increase the ratio of women
The female ratio at EFD Induction was 15.1% for
2021, and our goal for 2024 is to reach 19%. EFD
Induction’s business is largely connected to electrical and mechanical production and engineering – traditionally a male-dominated arena.
Continue with and re-start
human resource initiatives
During the year, we continued with our succession plan (executive committee, managing
directors and development managers) and
re-started a talent management and leadership development initiative from 2019.
EFD INDUCTION GROUP AS
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Targets and ambitions
 Continuously improve employee
s atisfaction (Employee Net
Promoter Score > 7).

 Reach the vision of zero workrelated injuries.

 Increase the long-term ratio of
women in the workforce to 20%.

 Future-proof company profiling
for attracting the best talent.

 Keep the absentee rate below 2.5%.

KPIs 2021

2.8% 6.7 15.1%
Annual
Absentee Rate

Employee Net
Promotor Score

LTI and Injury

Sickness absence %
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Ethical business conduct
All employees base their daily work and behaviour on the company values – respectful,
reliable, cooperative and passionate. The values make sure that we follow the law, act
honourably, provide qualitative and reliable products and services to our customers,
and serve our customers in the best possible way wherever they are located.
The year in brief
Köpas

Revised content in Code of Conduct
We updated our Code of Conduct in several
areas, including the whistleblowing policy.
Our Code of Conduct ensures equal rights
and opportunities for all employees and bans
all forms of discrimination on the grounds of
ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, ethnicity,
religion or disability. The Code of Conduct
is available in Chinese, English, French,
German, Hindi, Norwegian and Hindi.

Targets and ambitions
Implementation of educational program
regarding Code of Conduct
Starting with an educational program in
January, we trained 17% of the workforce
during 2021. The program continues in
2022, when half of our global staff will
undergo training, and the goal is that
everyone in our organisation has taken part
in the program before the end of 2023.

 Train at least 50% of the workforce in
the Code of Conduct in 2022.
 Train the remainder of the workforce in
2023.

KPIs 2021

17%

of staff trained (via e-learning)
in Code of Conduct during 2021

2021
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100%

of staff signed
Code of Conduct during 2021
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A responsible and
robust supply chain
EFD Induction is part of a major global industry and operates in a premium market
segment, with many of the world’s largest production companies as customers.
In this market, there is a strong demand to demonstrate a sustainable supply chain –
particularly in the automotive industry.
The year in brief
A new system for evaluating
supplier performance
In 2021, we established an online system
for evaluating supplier performance based
on self-assessment. Each supplier is
categorised (strategic, volume, one-off),
and the categorisation determines the way
we p
 erform our follow-up activities. Moreover, the system takes into consideration
our Supplier Code of Conduct and thereby
reduces our business risks.

Targets and ambitions

58.8%

of prioritised suppliers completed
the self-assessment questionnaire

84.3%

 Stronger demands on suppliers to
contribute to an eco-friendlier production
chain.
 Ensure that 100% of suppliers have
signed the Supplier Code of Conduct
before the end of 2022.
 Ensure that 100% of prioritised suppliers
have completed the self-assessment
questionnaire before the end of 2022.

of prioritised suppliers that completed
the questionnaire has agreed to
Supplier Code of Conduct
2021
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Climate risks and opportunities
EFD Induction is part of a major global industry and operates in a premium market segment,
with many of the world’s largest production companies as customers. Considering climate
risks and opportunities related to our business is essential for our decision-making.
Climate Scenarios

1.	 Green Revolution,
2.	 Delayed Transition and
3.	 Climate Crisis.
The three scenarios are based on IEA’s World Energy
Outlook (WEO) 2020, IEA’s Net Zero Emissions
by 2050 Report (2021), and IPCC Representative
Concentration Pathway (RCP).
The term “climate risk” covers both the consequences
of climate change and those of our efforts to tackle
it. We have assessed the opportunities and risks,
thereof physical risks and transition risks.

2021
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Climate Crisis

 More than 3°C global warming
 IEA WEO Stated Policies
 IPCC RCP 6.0

Delayed Transition

 2 – 2.5°C global warming
 IEA WEO Delayed Recovery
 IPCC RCP 4.5

Green Revolution

 Below 1.5°C global warming
 IEA WEO Net Zero Emissions 2050
 IPCC RCP 1.9

We have considered the scenarios for climate risk as
a function of physical risk and transition risk.

Physical risk*

EFD Induction conducted multiple workshops in
2021 with the third party EY to assess the climate
impact on EFD Induction. The workshop was
carried out with internal subject matter experts
from all regions, assessing the impact in the three
scenarios;

Transitional risk*
*P
 hysical risks could be extreme rainfall due to the
consequences of changing wather and climate.
Transition risk could be the economic consequences
of adressing climate change.
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Risk review
outcomes
 Continue with assessment of
climate risks
 Improve risk management and
use the EU Taxonomy as a tool
for transition risk management
 Reduce climate risk exposure in
own operations
 Identify high risk suppliers based
on risk exposure
 Address opportunities to reduce
customer’s climate risk exposure
 Expand opportunities related to
zero-emission technologies
 Continue with reporting on
greenhouse gas emissions
(scope 1, 2 and 3)
See appendix on page 28 for the
Climate risk matrix.

The physical risks (acute and chronic) relate to the
consequences of changing weather and climate
and transition risks (policy, legal, technology,
market and reputation) relate to the economic
consequences of addressing climate changes.
Some climate risks are likely to affect most
industries. Extreme weather events may disrupt
customers and supply chains. Insurance premiums and transportation costs may increase
due to extreme events. EFD Induction welcomes
climate risk mitigation and increased disclosures
according to green activity standards, such as the
EU Taxonomy, and plans and acts accordingly.
The main physical risks are in the supply chain
and our own operations located in countries with
higher climate risk exposures. All of our locations
are nonetheless well located, where even extreme
weather events would have limited impact on our
ability to conduct business.
The main opportunities are related to the transition to the low carbon economy (EU Taxonomy,
GHG reporting). The demand for zero-emission
technologies may drive demand for EFD Inductions products and services, while it may also
affect the prices of input.

Governance

The management is committed to making sustainability an integrated part of the organization and
way of working in EFD Induction. This started off
with broad involvement from the organization in

2021
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outlining ESG as part of our group strategy. In 2021,
a substantial amount of work has been put into
mapping suppliers, managing the employee KPIs,
and evaluating the actual footprint of products and
the production activities. As a part of this work, EFD
Induction has also updated the Code of Conduct as
well as the Group product design guidelines.
The board of directors follows EFD Induction’s
work with ESG closely and addresses relevant
sustainability matters as well as follow-up on
key performance indicators. Specific sustain
ability topics including health, safety, security and
environment (HSSE), corruption, procurement,
environmental and social impacts are reviewed
by the management and the Board of Directors
regularly during the year.

Strategy

EFD Induction has laid out a strategic plan to
continue the growth while handling climate-related
risks and realize the climate-related opportunities
identified over the short, medium, and long term.
This plan includes extensive and dynamic reporting
externally as well as internally. It is the intention to
bring ESG to the top of the mind of all employees
and to be embedded in all parts of the business.
The strategy has already impacted the dialogue
with suppliers. It is no longer sufficient to choose
partners based on financial goals alone; EFD
Induction only cooperates with suppliers who are
complying with the Group’s guidelines. This implies
a closer dialogue and has strengthened the relationship with key suppliers.

EFD Induction considers ESG as a long-term
commitment and an area that will develop a lot
over the next years. The management and the
board of directors intend to be a strong partner
to the climate and sustainability going forward.
The process for identifying and assessing climate
risks, as well as managing and integrating climate
risk into the organization’s overall risk management will be ongoing.

Metrics and Targets
Annual GHG emission per
scope, Tonne CO2-eqv.
Scope 1 Total
Scope 2 Total
Scope 3 Total
Total
Annual energy consumption
(MWh) Scope 1 & 2
Scope 1 Total
Scope 2 Total
Total

2021
897.8
2 557.3
557.3
4 012.4

2021
3 967.5
7 040.6
11 008.1

The key external sources used as a basis for the calculations in this report are; World Resource Institute (WRI/US),
International Energy Agency (IEA/OECD), Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), Department of Energy
and Climate Change (DECC/UK), EcoInvent LCI Database.
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EU Taxonomy –
preliminary study
EFD Induction has in 2021 carried out a project with
external party EY and its majority shareholder Arendals Fossekompani ASA (“AFK”), with objective to
make a first assessment of activities that are likely
to be taxonomy aligned. The project was based on
the Taxonomy Regulation in the version 18th June
2020 and the technical screening criteria in the Draft
Delegated Acts of 20th November 2020.
The assessment by the multi-disciplinary team
of ESG specialists indicates that EFD Induction’s
activities for manufacturing of other low carbon
technologies contribute to climate mitigation by
enabling substantial reduction in GHG emissions,
in compliance with the relevant criteria for “Do No
Significant Harm” for the identified activities.
The next steps include third party verification of
quantifies life cycle GHG emission savings for activities identified as taxonomy-eligible and continue
with the assessment as the EU Taxonomy as the
EU Taxonomy releases the next four environmental
objectives.

2021
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High taxonomy eligibility
estimated for EFD Induction

EU Taxonomy eligibility in percentage
of revenue 2020.
28%

72%
Total % eligible
Total % not yet covered*

* EU Taxonomy has not yet been released for: Circular Economy, Healthy
Ecosystem, Pollution Prevention and
Sustainable use of Water and Marine
Resources.
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Appendix

Appendix
Prioritising ESG issues

Risk review outcomes

Climate risk Matrix, page 26

1

3
2

ESG impact

5

4

8

6
9

13

7

10

14
15

11
12

1.	 Energy use and GHG e
 missions in use phase
2.	 Energy efficiency and GHG at production site
3.	 Resource efficiency in use phase (water)
4.	 Employee health and safety
5.	 Durable products
6.	 Anti-corruption and bribery
7.	 Fundamental labour and human rights
8.	 Environmental impact from suppliers
9.	 Social conditions at suppliers
10.	Employee satisfaction
11.	Socio-economic impact of conflict materials
12.	Transparency
13.	GHG emissions from transportation
14.	Electronic waste through the value chain
15.	Impact of end-product and customer activities

7

15
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= Social

= Governance

5
2

10

13

8

12

3
4

11
14

Importance to EFD Induction and our stakeholders

= Enviromental

1

6

9

Consequence

Materiality Matrix, page 16

1.	 Increased demand for components
2.	 EU Taxonomy disclosures
3.	 GHG emission reporting (EU CSRD)
4.	 Prioritize supplisers with GHG disclosures
5.	 Increased cost of energy intensive processes
6.	 Increased demand for green technology
7.	 Power outages from extreme weather
8.	 Local physical risk exposure
9.	 Shipping reliability and cost (extreme weather)
10.	Risk management to avoid loss from climate risk
11.	Raw material scarcity due to climate events
12.	Opportunities through circular products/waste
reduction
13.	Increased demand for energy efficient solutions
14.	HSE risk due to higher temperatures
15.	Technological innovation reducing total demand

Likelyhood

= Opportunity

= Physical risk

= Transition risk
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Addresses
EFD Induction Group

Bøleveien 4b
P.O.Box 84, Sentrum
N-3701 Skien
Norway
Tel.: +47-35 50 60 00
Fax: +47-35 50 60 08
E-mail: firmapost@efdgroup.net

EFD Induction AS

Bøleveien 10
P.O.Box 363 Sentrum
N-3701 Skien
Norway
Tel.: +47-35 50 60 00
Fax: +47-35 50 60 10
E-mail: sales@no.efdgroup.net

EFD Induction GmbH

Lehener Strasse 91
D-79106 Freiburg
Germany
Tel.: +49-761-8851-0
Fax: +49-761-8851-139
E-mail: sales@de.efdgroup.net
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EFD Induction Ges.m.b.H

Perfektastraße 87 / Top 5
A-1230 Vienna
Austria
Tel.: +43-1-914 23 16
Fax: +43-1-914 33 04
E-mail: sales@at.efdgroup.net

EFD Induction S.A

20, avenue de Grenoble
B.P. 30
F-38171 Seyssinet Pariset
Cedex, France
Tel.: +33-4-7649 3250
Fax: +33-4-7696 2090
E-mail: sales@fr.efdgroup.net

EFD Induction Srl

Via Della Birona, 30/32
I-20900 Monza MB
Italy
Tel.: +39-039-32-3320
Fax: +39-039-32-2697
E-mail: sales@it.efdgroup.net

EFD Induction s.l.u.

EFD Induction (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.

EFD Induction Co. Ltd.

EFD Induction K.K.

EFD Induction Ltd.

EFD Induction Inc.

EFD Induction S.R.L

EFD Induction Ltda.

EFD Induction Sp. z o.o.

EFD Induction Oil&Gas Services
Sdn. Bhd..

Los Palangreros No. 5
(Trasera) Entreplanta
E-48920 Portugalete (Bizkaia)
Spain
Tel.: +34-944-72 09 36
Fax : +34-944-72 09 88
E-mail: sales_es@es.efdgroup.net

Units 1&2,
Wedn.Way Ind. Estate
Well Lane, Wednesfield
Wolverhampton, WV11 1XP
England
Tel.: +44-1902 308800
Fax: +44-1902 739222
E-mail: sales@efdinduction.co.uk

EFD Induction Pvt. Ltd.

Plot No 43 & 44,
KIADB Bengaluru Aerospace Park,
Burdigere Post
Bengaluru North Taluk - 562 129,
Karnataka
India
Tel.: +91-80-782 0404
Fax: +91-80-782 0405
E-mail: sales@in.efdgroup.net

Bldg. H, No. 1688 Zhuan Xing Road
Xin Zhuang Industrial Park
Shanghai 201 108
China
Tel.: +86-21-5442 0227
Fax: +86-21-5442 0242
E-mail: sales@cn.efdgroup.net

31511 Dequindre Rd.
Madison Heights, MI 48071
USA
Tel.: +1-248-658 0700
Fax: +1-248-658 0701
E-mail: sales@us.efdgroup.net

EHE Acquisition Corporation
1005234th Avenue, Unit D
Bonney Lake, WA 98391
USA
Tel.: +1-360-829-0168
E-mail: sales@impeder.com

369/22 Moo 6,WHA Chonburi
Industrial Estate 1, Bowin, Sriracha,
Chonburi 20230,
Thailand
Tel.: +66-81-989 2080
Fax: +66-82-442 7373
E-mail: sales@th.efdgroup.net

Calea Bucuresti no. 20, Village Vidra,
077185 Ilfov
Romania
Tel.: +40-21 332 1948
Fax: +40-21 332 3140
E-mail: sales@ro.efdgroup.net

Gen J. Sowinskiego 3
Gliwice 44101
Poland
Tel.: +48 32 237 62 27
Fax: +48 32 797 14 74
E-mail: sales@pl.efdgroup.net

ERVIC YOKOHAMA 11th floor
65 Yoshidamachi Naka-ku Yokohama city
Kanagawa 231-0041
Japan
Tel: +81 45 231 5011
Fax: +81 45 330 5151
E-mail: sales-jp@efdgroup.net

Rua Eng. Carlos Alberto Calandrino, 400,
Jd.Panamerieano Cond. Empresarial
18.087-161-Sorocaba/SP
Brazil
Tel: +55 (15) 8102-2241
E-mail: rafael.herrero@efd-induction.com

No. 6 Jalan Sitar Satu 33/6A
Shah Alam Premier Industrial Park
Seksyen 33 Shah Alam
40400 Selangor Darul Ehsan
Malaysia
Tel: +6016 4104217
E-mail: jon.philpott@efd-induction.com
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Bøleveien 4b
P.O.Box 84 Sentrum
NO-3701 SKIEN, Norway
Tel.: +47-3550 6000
E-mail: firmapost@efdgroup.net
www.efd-induction.com

